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Abstract
Infinite draughts, or checkers, is played just like the finite game, but on an infinite
checkerboard extending without bound in all four directions. We prove that every
countable ordinal arises as the game value of a position in infinite draughts. Thus,
there are positions from which Red has a winning strategy enabling her to win
always in finitely many moves, but the length of play can be completely controlled
by Black in a manner as though counting down from a given countable ordinal.

1. Introducing infinite draughts
The reader is likely familiar with the game of draughts, also
commonly known as checkers, with players Black and Red
taking turns to move their pieces across the checkerboard.
Proceeding from the standard starting configuration shown
here, both players aim to jump over their opponent’s pieces
and thereby to capture them—a player wins by capturing
all enemy pieces or otherwise placing their opponent into
a situation with no available legal moves. Although often

Fig 1. Finite draughts

This article is adapted from chapter 3 of the second author’s MSc dissertation [5], for which
he earned a distinction at the University of Oxford in September 2021. Commentary can be made
about this article on the first author’s blog at http://jdh.hamkins.org/transfinite-game-values-ininfinite-draughts.
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played by children, the game of draughts nevertheless admits serious advanced play,
and draughts grandmasters compete in international tournaments just as in chess.1
In this article we focus on infinite draughts, an infinitary version of the game
played on an infinite checkerboard, extending without bound in all four directions,
like the integer lattice. Play proceeds indefinitely, perhaps infinitely. Although we
might imagine a friendly game of infinite draughts at the cafe, the game is more
often considered by curious mathematicians, who investigate what it would be like
to proceed from one position or another. Infinite draughts, we shall prove, exhibits a
robust transfinite game value phenomenon—our main result is that every countable
ordinal arises as the game value of a position in infinite draughts, and this result
is optimal for games having countably many options at each move. In short, the
omega one of infinite draughts is true omega one.
Let us begin by getting clear on the rules of
the game and the nature of infinite play. Infinite
draughts has no standard starting configuration.
Instead, we analyze how the game might proceed
C
E
from any given board position. In the position
F
of Figure 2, for example, the black king can
B
D
undertake iterated captures via ABCDE, but
after this Red will recapture by jumping to F for
A
the win.
To be precise, a player captures an enemy piece
by jumping over it, if the space just beyond is
empty; captured pieces are removed immediately
Fig 2. A position in infinite
from the board. Jumping can occur iteratively,
draughts, Black to play
with a single piece performing multiple jumps in
succession, such as with the move ABCDE we just
discussed, and iterated jumps count altogether as a single turn.
There are two types of pieces, pawns and kings, with the kings indicated in our
diagrams with a double circular boundary. The difference is that pawns are allowed
forward movement only, with black pawns proceeding on upward diagonals and red
pawns downward, while kings can move freely upward or downward. All play takes
place on the dark squares only. In finite draughts, a pawn is promoted to king upon
reaching the opposite side of the board, but in infinite draughts, regrettably, since
there are no boundary edges to the infinite board, such promotions do not occur.
Nevertheless, we shall freely consider positions in infinite draughts involving both
pawns and kings. The full ABCDE iterated jumping move in the previous figure,
for example, would have been impossible if the black piece had been merely a pawn,
since the jump from C to D was regressive.
1 We are grateful to Sergio Scarpetta, current world champion of English Draughts (3-move
variant), who kindly reviewed the positions appearing in an earlier version of this paper, confirming
our draughts analysis of them.
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We shall play with the forced-jump rule, which means that if a player can jump
an enemy piece, then it is obligatory to make such a jumping move. If there is
a choice of jumping moves, however, the player may freely choose which jump to
make. We play furthermore with the forcediterated-jump rule, which means that a player
must continue to make jumps in iteration,
B
C
when this is possible, performing a maximal
such jump. That is, if after making a jumping
move or an iteration of jumping moves, yet
A
D
another jump remains possible with that
same piece, then it is obligatory to make
such an additional jump, until a situation
E
F
is realized in which no additional jumps are
possible with that piece. Such an iterated
Fig 3. A choice of jump iterations
jump sequence counts as a single turn for the
player undertaking it.
When a branching choice of jumps for a piece is possible, a player may legally
follow any of the branching paths, even if doing so would ultimately result in a
smaller total number of jumps. In the position in Figure 3, for example, with both
the forced-jump and forced-iterated-jump rules, then Black has three options: the
iterated jump AB, the iterated jump AC, or the single jump to D. With only the
forced jump rule but not the forced-iterated-jump rule, then Black also has the
option of the single jump to A.
With no forced-jump rules at all,
E
however, Black would also have the
two additional options of a simple
D
move to E or to F.
The possibility of iterated jumps
in infinite draughts leads to a
C
surprising possibility and conundrum
not arising in the finite game.
B
Namely, what about infinite iterated
jumps? In the position of Figure
A
4, for example, the black pawn can
begin capturing the red pawns on the
main diagonal, jumping once to A,
then to B, and so on via CDE. If we
suppose the pattern continues forever
Fig 4. An infinite iterated jumping opportunity
up the diagonal, then it seems that
Black could undertake an infinitely
iterated jump without end. Every single red piece on the diagonal will be thereby
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captured on this move. Fine—all the red pieces will be captured. The conundrum
concerns the black piece, namely, where is it at the end of the move? The infinitejump rule of infinite draughts answers this question by stating that when a piece
undertakes an infinite iterated jump, then the active piece itself also is removed
from the board after the jumps take place. It is as though the black piece jumps
off to infinity, thereby not only capturing all those red pieces, but also removing
itself from the board. While jumping, the black piece will have long abandoned any
particular square, and so it is not to be found on any of them.
This rule has the intriguing consequence that a player can lose a piece not only
by being captured, during their opponent’s turn, but also by jumping to infinity on
their own turn, a form of self-capture. In particular, for the position here, after the
black iterated jumping move, the board will be completely empty of pieces. Since
it would be Red’s turn, this would mean a loss for Red. But if there were another
red piece off the diagonal, then it would be a loss for Black, since Red would be
able to move and then it would be Black’s turn, but he has no pieces.
Let us clarify the winning condition more exactly. A player loses a game of
infinite draughts when it is their turn, but they have no legal move available. This
situation might arise simply because all their pieces have been captured and they
have no piece left to move; but it can also happen when they do have pieces, if
those pieces should happen to be all boxed in by the position with no legal move
available. When a player has lost, the other player wins. Meanwhile, infinitely long
play always counts as a draw, and so in infinite draughts there is no need for the
40-move or 50-move rules sometimes adopted in tournaments—those rules, in our
view, should be seen ultimately as a proxy for draw by infinite play. Notice that
every win of infinite draughts occurs at a finite stage of play, making it what is
called an open game, which we shall elaborate upon in the next section.

2. A Brief Review of Transfinite Game Values
Let us briefly review the theory of transfinite ordinal game values. An introduction
to game values in the context of infinite chess is provided in [1, 2, 3], but the idea
is applicable to many games, and our main aim in this article is to exhibit high
game values in infinite draughts. The theory of ordinal game values can be used to
prove the Gale-Stewart theorem on open determinacy [4], and game values are also
closely related to the theory of Sprague-Grundy nimbers.
Game values generalize to the transfinite the concept of a mate-in-n position
in chess, occurring when a player can force a winning checkmate in n moves but
not fewer—such a position has game value n. To illustrate the idea in draughts,
consider the simple position shown in Figure 5, with Red to play. The game value
is 2 for Red, since Red can advance the leading red pawn down to A as a kind of
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bait, obligating Black under the forced-jump rule
to capture it, after which Red is in a position
immediately to recapture and thereby win. So Red
can force a win in two moves, and not fewer, and
this is precisely what it means to have a game value
of 2 for that player.
A
The position in Figure 6, in contrast, has game
value 3 for Red, with Red to play. Namely, Red can
advance the isolated pawn to A, obligating Black
to jump, and this in effect reduces to the previous
Fig 5. Game value 2
position, since afterward Red can advance a pawn to
B as more bait, obligating Black again to jump, after which Red recaptures for the
win. Red can therefore force a win in 3 moves, and not fewer, and so this position
has game value 3 for Red. We invite the reader to carry the pattern further and
create positions in infinite draughts exhibiting game value n for any desired finite
number n.
Things become truly fascinating with
infinite game values. The position shown
in Figure 7, we claim, illustrates a game
value of ω. Let us explain. It is Black to
play, and since a jumping move is available,
it is therefore obligatory for Black to jump.
Indeed, a long iteration of jumping moves
B
is possible by proceeding straight up the
blue-gray highlighted diagonal, what we shall
A
call the main ladder. We assume that the
pattern of the position continues indefinitely,
and so this is an infinite iterated jumping
opportunity. But if Black should undertake
Fig 6. Game value 3
all those infinitely iterated jumps up the main
ladder, however, then Black will have jumped away to infinity, and because of the
infinite-jump rule, therefore, the black piece would disappear, while leaving some
red pieces surviving, which would mean a loss for Black on his next move.
Black can avoid this immediate loss by opting instead to exit the main ladder
onto one of the various branching offshoots, indicated in violet, coming to rest
either at square 1, or 2, or 3, and so on. We intend that the pattern of the position
continues indefinitely, and that Black can opt to turn off at any point and come to
rest at square n, for any desired finite number n.
If Black should come to rest at square 1, then the game value of the resulting
position would be exactly 1, for Red could immediately recapture, causing Red to
win after exactly one additional move. Alternatively, if Black should come to rest

6
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Figure 7: A position in infinite draughts with game value ω
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at square 2, then locally this position would be just the same as the position we
had considered at the outset of this section, with game value 2. Namely, Red can
advance down, obligating a forced-jump reply, after which Red recaptures for the
win. So if Black opts to settle upon square 2, then Red forces a win in exactly
two additional moves, making the resulting game value 2. Similarly, if Black should
instead come to rest instead at square position 3, then Red can force a win in three
additional moves, giving that position game value 3. And more generally, for every
number n, if Black should opt on the first move to come to rest at square n, then
Red will have a sequence of n additional moves, each with a forced-jump reply,
leading to an inevitable Red win. Notice that the finite columns branching off the
main ladder are spaced increasingly far apart, and so there is no possibility that
Red could gain a quicker win than by following the line of play we have described.
We may summarize the interesting situation of this position as follows. It is
Black’s turn, and he must either undertake the infinite iterated jump, causing an
immediate loss, or else settle upon square n for some finite n, after which Red can
win in exactly n moves, and not fewer. Thus, Red has a winning strategy that will
always win in finitely many moves, but Black controls how long it will take. Namely,
Red will win, but by the choice of his first move, Black can postpone the inevitable
defeat by any desired finite amount. This combination of features is precisely what
it means for a game to exhibit game value ω, the first infinite ordinal.
With these examples now under our belt, let us give the precise general definition
of transfinite ordinal game value. First, we define that an infinite two-player game
of perfect information is open for a player, if all possible ways for that player to win
are known already as definite wins at a finite stage of play. (The terminology arises
from the fact that this condition is equivalent to the set of winning plays for that
player forming an open set in the product topology in the space of all infinite plays.)
Infinite chess, for example, is an open game for both players, because checkmate,
when it occurs, does so at a finite stage of play. Infinite draughts also is an open
game, because one wins the game only by placing the opponent into a situation
with no legal move on their turn, and this occurs at a finite stage of play if it does
at all—all infinitely long play counts as a draw.
In any open game, we now define the ordinal game values of positions in that
game. Game values are defined relative to the perspective of one player, whose
winning condition is open, and we shall refer to this player as the open player and
the other player as the closed player. The game may happen to be open for both
players, as in infinite chess and infinite draughts.
Definition 1. In any open game, we define the ordinal game value of positions in
the game by the following transfinite recursion:
1. If in a position the game is already won for the open player, then the game
value of the position is 0.
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2. If the game is not yet won and it is the open player’s turn, and he can move
to a position with value α, then for the smallest such ordinal α, the value of
the position is α + 1.
3. If it is the closed player’s turn, then the value of the position is the supremum
of the values of the positions to which a legal move can be made, if all such
positions have a value, otherwise the value is not yet defined.
Thus, the notion “position p has game value α” is defined by transfinite ordinal
recursion on α. Some positions may never happen to have a value assigned to them,
and this is fine—these are the unvalued positions for the open player.
The fundamental observation of game values is that if a game position has a value,
then the open player has a winning strategy for play from that position, namely,
the value-reducing strategy, according to which the open player should play always
so as to reduce the game value. If a position has a value, then the open player can
indeed reduce the value by one (unless she has already won), and the closed player
can never move from a valued position to an unvalued position or to a position
with higher value. Thus, the value-reducing strategy leads to a steadily decreasing
sequence of ordinal values, which must eventually reach 0, meaning that the open
player has won. So the value-reducing strategy is a winning strategy for the open
player from any position having a value.
If in contrast a game position does not have a value, then the closed player has
a strategy that will prevent an open-player win, the value-avoiding strategy, by
which the closed player aims to remain always on unvalued positions. The open
player can never move from an unvalued position to a valued position, for if this
would be possible then the position would have had a value after all, and if a
position is unvalued and it is the closed player’s turn, then there must be a move
to an unvalued position, for otherwise again the position would have had a value.
The value-avoiding strategy therefore ensures that the game play will remain on
unvalued positions, and in particular, it ensures that the open player does not win,
because for the open player to win requires realizing value 0 at a finite stage of
play. In a game without draws, the value-avoiding strategy is therefore a winning
strategy for the closed player from any unvalued game position.
The analysis we have just given in the two preceding paragraphs amounts to a
proof of the Gale-Stewart theorem on open determinacy—every open game without
draws is determined—since if the initial position has a value, then the open player
can win by the value-reducing strategy, and if it doesn’t, then the closed player can
win by the value-avoiding strategy.
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3. High Game Values Arise in Infinite Draughts
We now come to the main contribution of this article, our proof that infinite
draughts exhibits the most robust possible spectrum of game values.
Theorem 1. Every countable ordinal arises as the game value of a position in
infinite draughts.
The main idea of the proof will be to embed certain well-founded trees into
positions of infinite draughts, in such a manner that the way play unfolds in the
draughts game corresponds to Black climbing in the tree, with Black losing when a
terminal node is reached. This was the same strategy employed by the first author
in [2, Theorem 10] to prove that every countable ordinal arises as the game value
of a position in infinite 3D chess. The point is that every countable ordinal arises
as the ordinal rank of a well-founded tree T on the natural numbers, that is, a tree
of finite sequences of natural numbers with no infinite branch, and furthermore the
game value of such a climbing-through-T game is exactly the ordinal rank of the
tree T ; it follows that the ordinal game values of such infinite draughts positions are
at least as great as the ranks of the corresponding trees, and we can conclude that
every countable ordinal arises as the game value of a position in infinite draughts.
Let us begin by observing
that we may easily embed
the infinite binary branching
tree into draughts, in the
sense that there is a infinite
draughts position, such as
the one shown here, in which
a Black king faces a choice
of iterated jumping paths
having the same branching
structure as the full binary
branching tree—every node
in the tree leads eventually
to a further branching node.
We may furthermore arrange
that the branches of this
tree become increasingly
separated from one another
on the board, so that as
you climb the tree there are
Fig 8. The infinite binary branching tree can
increasingly long stretches
be represented in infinite draughts
with no other parts of the
tree nearby. To achieve this, simply allow the current branches to continue growing
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apart for a good length of time before branching again, and in this way the
branches of the tree become increasingly far apart. There is truly plenty of room
in the infinite plane. Observe also that because we can embed the full binary tree,
we can also embed any subtree of it. We can also embed these trees just as easily
in a downward-oriented direction.
To achieve the high game values, however, we shall want to embed not binary
branching trees, but rather infinitely branching trees, more specifically, well-founded
trees on the natural numbers. For this, we use the idea that is present already in
Figure 7. Namely, the Black king in that position is in effect faced with an infinitely
branching choice: he can choose to climb the main ladder to infinity, thereby dying
immediately and losing the game, or he can come to rest at one of the squares n
for any desired n. In our argument here, we shall arrange that those squares n lead
not just to a position with value n, but to a further part of the tree with a desired
game value αn . By doing so, we shall thereby create a position with game value
exceeding all those values αn .
In this way, we shall thereby prove by transfinite induction that every countable
ordinal arises as the game value of a position in infinite draughts in the form of a
tree-like position with a single Black king, faced with a forced-jump move. We have
already exhibited such positions with all finite values, as well as value ω. If there
are such positions with value αn for every n, then we can make a position with
value sup{αn + 1 | n ∈ ω} by creating a main ladder as in Figure 7, and having
square n be a node where the subsequent tree has value αn .
Let us get into the details. It turns out that our main proof strategy is a little
easier to implement for the version of infinite draughts without the iterated forcedjump rule. And so before proving Theorem 1, let us first prove the following theorem
to illustrate the proof method.
Theorem 2. Every countable ordinal arises as the game value of a position in
the version of infinite draughts with the forced-jump rule, but without the forcediterated-jump rule.
Proof. To clarify, in this version of the game, when a player is faced with a jumpingmove possibility, then it is obligatory to make a jumping move, and one is free to
continue with iterated jumping, including infinitely iterated jumping, if possible,
but there is no obligation to continue jumping after the initial jump on a turn and
one is free to stop at any point along the iterated jump.
To be sure, it can often be dangerous for a draughts player to halt in the middle
of an iterated jump, since one might be faced with immediate recapture. In the
position in Figure 9, for example, Black has an infinite iterated jump opportunity,
straight down the blue ladder, but it would be unsafe for him to stop at any point
along the way, since he would be facing a red king who could immediately capture
him. So this position has game value 1 for Red, since either Black will jump infinitely
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and then disappear, or else Black will stop at some point, only to be immediately
captured by Red. So Red can ensure that in any case, Black is without a move on
his next turn. Nevertheless, in some positions
it can be safe to stop in the middle of an
iterated jump. If some of those red kings had
been pawns, for example, then Black could
have safely stopped just above them, since the
red pawns move only downward; and if all
the red pieces had been pawns, one can see
that the position would be a draw without
the forced-iterated-jump rule. Without the
extra red piece, the position would be a win
for Black via the infinite iterated-jump, since
this would leave Red without any move, even
though Black also would have no pieces.
Fig 9. This infinite descending
Let us prove the theorem. Suppose that we
ladder has game value 1
have tree-like positions in which Black sits at
the apex of a tree, and optimal play will call for Black to descend on paths of
the tree, with game values of α1 , α2 , α3 , and so on for Red, with Black to move
first. (We have already illustrated how to achieve game value 1, and game value
0 is a position where Red has already won.) Let us assume that this sequence is
nondecreasing, so that α1 ≤ α2 ≤ α3 and so on. We shall now construct a position,
depicted in Figure 10, with value strictly exceeding these. Black is situated at
the top of the main ladder, descending to the right in blue, which has offshoot
branching nodes at square 1, square 2, and so on, with each square n leading to our
tree positions with game value αn . All the red pieces are kings, except for the two
pawns below each branching node, making those squares at least momentarily safe
for Black to stop an iterated jump. When αn > 1, then the colored subtree we have
attached at square n will itself have such branching nodes.
The branching squares on the main ladder can be spaced increasingly far apart,
as desired, so as to make room for the branching of the prior trees to spread out.
Since the entire binary branching tree fits into the plane, we can definitely fit copies
of our desired branching trees. For the purpose of the game value, the only thing
that matters about our position is the tree structure of the branches.
We claim, first, that this position overall is a winning position for Red under the
forced-jump rule. Since Black is faced initially with a jumping opportunity, he is
obliged to make a jump, and so he will begin to descend the main ladder. If he
makes an infinite iterated jump, however, his only piece will disappear and he will
lose immediately; and so he will instead want to stop at a safe square, such as one
of the branching nodes on the main ladder. If he should stop at square n on the
main ladder, then Red can advance the main ladder pawn directly below and to

12
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α1
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α2
α3
Figure 10: The descending blue ladder has branching
offshoots with game values α1 , α2 , α3 , and so on
the right of him, which would obligate Black to enter the offshoot tree. This would
be exactly like making a first move in that tree, which had a game value of αn for
Red, when Black moves first, and so Red can ultimately force a win once he does
so. If alternatively Black should on his initial move have already entered one of
the offshoot subtrees, then his move amounts to having made a first move in that
subtree, which again Red can win, since it has game value αn for Red. So in any
case, regardless of Black’s initial move, Red can force a win.
A closer look at this analysis shows that the game value of the position overall is
precisely supn (αn + 1). By induction, for Black to enter the tree below square n has
game value αn for Red. On his first move, he can position himself on square n, and
if Red does not somehow corrupt that particular offshoot tree, then he can enter it
on his next move, preserving at least game value αn by doing so. If Red corrupts
that particular offshoot tree, however, then Black can simply choose to descend on
the main ladder to a further branching node realizing at least that same game value
of αn —this was precisely why we had wanted the values to be nondecreasing. Red
cannot afford always to allow Black to descend in this way on the main ladder,
however, since this would mean infinite play and hence a draw, whereas Red aims
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to win. So eventually, Red will allow Black to enter a pristine offshoot subtree with
value at least αn . (And furthermore, to allow Black to descend again on the main
ladder is always simply a wasted move for Red, since it does not reduce the game
value.) Therefore, the value of the position after Black’s first move was at least
αn + 1, since we must count Red’s move just before Black enters the subtree, and
so the overall position has value supn (αn + 1), as desired.
In summary, the main optimal line of play is that Black will occupy some square
n. This will have value αn + 1, because Red will move to block further descent on
the main ladder by advancing the main ladder pawn below Black, and this forces
Black to enter the subtree, which has value αn . It follows, we claim, that every
countable ordinal is realized by such a tree-like position. As we said, values 0 and
1 are realized, and if value α is realized, then let every αn = α and construct the
position of Figure 10 to realize value α + 1 = supn (αn + 1). If every ordinal below
a countable limit ordinal λ is realized, then choose αn increasing and cofinal in λ,
so that we get a position with value supn (αn + 1) = λ, as desired.
An essentially similar idea can be used also to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Every countable ordinal arises as the game value of a position in the
version of infinite draughts with neither the forced-jump nor forced-iterated-jump
rules.
Proof. To prove this theorem we
simply place some red guardians
at strategic locations to keep
Black on track. Here we have
modified the previous position
by placing two red guardian
1
kings on the yellow highlighted
squares near the black king,
sufficient to encourage him to
descend on the ladder even
2
without the obligation of the
forced-jump rule. Black would
face immediate capture by the
guardians should he choose not
to descend the ladder, and so
we don’t need the forced-jump
Fig 11. Red guardians (on the yellow squares)
rule to convince him to do
can ensure that Black stays on the tree
so. Similarly, we place a red
guardian above each of the safehaven branching nodes, above every square n as indicated on the yellow hightlighted
squares above squares 1 and 2, to ensure that after his brief rest, Black will indeed
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choose to continue his descent, either on the main ladder, if this is possible, or else on
the offshoot subtree, rather than simply wandering off upward. With these changes,
the situation is that Red can force Black to descend the tree (or die immediately),
and so Red has a winning strategy in this position. But further, Black can choose
to descend the tree as he likes, stopping at any desired branching square n, just
as before, descending into the subtree only when it remains pristine and free from
any corrupting Red movements. Thus, Black can play the position just as before,
and so once again, every countable ordinal arises as the game value of a position in
infinite draughts without the forced-jump rules.
We should like now to prove the main result, Theorem 1, establishing that every
countable ordinal arises in infinite draughts, with the full rule set including the
forced-jump and forced-iterated-jump rules.
Proof of Theorem 1. The main strategy of the proof will be the same as in Theorems
2 and 3, but we shall have to work a little harder, in light of the forced-iterated-jump
rule, in order to provide a genuinely safe resting place for Black. The position will
therefore involve a somewhat more complicated branching unit configuration,
The main issue with the previous arguments is that the resting places used at
the main branching nodes in the positions of the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are not
suitable stopping points for Black when the forced-iterated-jump rule is in effect,
since that rule would require him to continue jumping right past those squares
without stopping. What is needed instead is a branching configuration with a resting
square that is truly a place of respite, an end of the iterated jumping sequence that
brought Black to that juncture.
We shall consider specifically a tree of paths connected by the unit branching
configuration shown in Figure 12. The pattern of play is that Black will have been
proceeding down on the main ladder, in blue, which will have perhaps many of
these unit branching configurations appearing along it with various game values.
In order to avoid loss by infinite iterated jump, Black will turn off the main ladder
into one of these unit configurations, whichever one he prefers, and come to a rest
at square A, an end to the iterated-jumping line of this turn. The red pieces that
he had jumped in arriving at square A will have of course been removed from the
board. From square A, Black aims to follow one of the violet or green exit lines
leading out of the configuration, and indeed, he aims to follow one of these exit
lines which remains pristine, in the sense that it and the entire subtree to which it
leads to has not yet experienced any corrupting Red moves. We shall argue that
indeed it is possible for him to do so. It might help to imagine that after departing
the part of the position shown here, these four exit lines begin to separate from one
another and then branch apart at great distance before encountering the next unit
branching configuration upon them.
The default normal play we have in mind is that after Black arrives at square A,
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Figure 12: The unit branching configuration
Red will make a move (perhaps within this configuration or perhaps somewhere else
completely), and then Black will proceed either to square 1 or square 2, so as to aim
at an exit path that remains uncorrupted by the immediately preceding Red move.
From either of these squares, he is able to choose between two exit lines leading out
of the configuration. If on her next move Red should corrupt one of those two exit
lines, then Black will be able to leave the configuration on the other. This exit line
then serves as the new main ladder leading to the next unit configuration.
Notice that Black will want to move from square A either to square 1 or square
2, because either of the moves upward to the gray highlighted squares places him
in a position to be quickly captured, as Red will advance the leading red guardian
highlighted in yellow and obligate a forced-jump reply after which Black is captured.
Because of this, Red can ensure that Black does in fact move either to square 1 or
square 2 (unless the exit lines already have a trivial game value). And if Red has
made no corrupting moves nearby, then Black is indeed obligated to exit on one of
the four colored exit lines.
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It follows that the position overall will be a win for Red, since the connectivity of
the unit branching configurations is such that the exit lines from the nth branching
unit each lead to a tree-like position with game value αn , as in Theorems 2 and 3,
and so Red will have a winning strategy once Black exits the unit.
The question now is whether Red can achieve a quicker win, that is, with a
lower game value than forcing Black to descend the tree as we described. We
shall argue that this is not the case; in fact, Black can succeed in his plan to exit
the configuration on a pristine exit line and thereby descend through the abstract
tree represented by the connectivity of these unit configurations. The reason is
that when Black arrives at square A, we may assume that all four exit lines and
the rest of this unit configuration remain pristine, since Black would have chosen
this particular offshoot from the main ladder only in the case that this was true.
After Black has arrived at square A, there is no immediate move by Red with a
forced-jump reply. There are four exit lines proceeding away from squares 1 and
2, and no single Red move can disrupt more than one of these exit lines. Thus,
regardless of Red’s move, Black will be able to move either to square 1 or to square
2, whichever has both of its exit lines remaining pristine. And then Red makes
another move, which again disrupts at most one of those two exit lines, and thus
Black is able to depart on the other one. Thus, from the initial position, Black will
be able to choose an acceptable unit branching configuration on the main ladder
and subsequently exit on a pristine exit line.
We may now complete the proof of the theorem by induction. Suppose that there
are such tree-like positions having game value αn for every natural number n. We
may assemble a main ladder having infinitely many branching unit configurations,
with all four exit lines of the nth such unit leading to such positions of value αn .
The resulting position, we claim, with Black ready to start descending that ladder,
will have game value at least supn (αn + 2). First of all, the position is a definite
win for Red, since Red can choose always to never interfere with the default normal
play, and so Black will either jump to infinity and lose immediately, or else come to
rest at some square A for one of the accessible configurations. From there, Black
will not move to a gray square, since this causes a quick loss, and so he will proceed
either to square 1 or 2, after which he is on the ladder of a position with game value
αn for some n, a win for Red. So Red can win our overall position, and the only
question is the game value. We have argued, however, that for any n Black can
situate himself after one supplemental move on one of the exit lines of configuration
with value αn . So our position has value at least αn + 2, making the overall value
at least supn (αn + 2). From this, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 2 that the
game values realized in positions of infinite draughts are unbounded in the countable
ordinals. And since it is easy to prove by induction that the game values that are
realized are closed downward—if a game position has value β and α < β, then there
is a position reachable in finitely many steps having value α. So every countable
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ordinal is realized as the game value of a position in infinite draughts.

Since every position in infinite draughts admits a choice of at most countably
many moves, it follows by induction that the game values realized in infinite
draughts will be countable ordinals. And so another way of summarizing what
we have proved is that every position in infinite draughts is either a draw for both
players, or else a win for one player or the other with some countable ordinal game
value, with every countable ordinal being realized this way. In particular, the omega
one of infinite draughts, the supremum of the game values realized by positions in
this game, will be true ω1 :
ω1draughts = ω1 .
Let us conclude the article with a brief consideration of the role of computable
strategies in infinite draughts. We say that a position in infinite draughts is
computable if there is a computable procedure to identify for each square whether
it is occupied or not and if so by what kind of piece. So there is a computable
procedure to produce an image of any desired finite part of the position.
Theorem 4. There is a computable position in infinite draughts, such that Red has
a computable strategy that wins against any computable Black strategy, and forces a
draw or better against any Black strategy. Meanwhile, Black has a (noncomputable)
drawing strategy.
Thus, the game is a draw, but when the players must play according to
computable strategies, then Red can force a win.
Proof. The proof follows the same strategy as [2, Theorem 6]. Namely, it is a
classical result of computability theory that there is an infinite computable binary
branching tree T with no computable infinite branch. Using the methods of
Theorems 1, 2, and 3, we can create a position in infinite draughts so that play
unfolds as though Black is climbing through T . Since T admits an infinite branch,
there will be a way for Black to climb the tree without ever getting stuck in a
terminal node, and this will be a draw in the infinite draughts position by infinite
play. But if Black plays according to a computable strategy, then he will not be able
to choose at the branching nodes in such a way that will follow an infinite branch,
and so inevitably he will find himself stuck at a terminal node, where he will lose.
The strategy for Red in either case is to implement the moves that force Black to
keep climbing the tree, in the manner discussed in those previous theorems.
The proof works whether or not we have the forced-jump and forced-iteratedjump rules, and so the theorem applies to all three rule sets.
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